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RESCUE OF THE MONTH NOMINATION
CLUB/SERVICE 

DATE OF INCIDENT TIME OF INCIDENT 

NAMES OF LIFESAVER(S)/LIFEGUARD(S) 

LOCATION OF INCIDENT 

SURFGUARD INCIDENT NUMBER (IRD) 

Overview of the incident (limit 1 page) 
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS IN BRIEF BULLET POINT FORMAT 
SKILL AND RESOURCES 
APPLICATION 

40% 

Were the skills used correctly and appropriately as per SOP’s? 
Did the rescue / incident require advanced technical skills? 
Was the equipment chosen best for the conditions and skill level of the personnel? 
Was there optimal use of skills within the available personnel? 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED 
30% 

Were standard operating procedures followed? 
Was the safety of the rescuers involved appropriately assessed? 
Was there appropriate leadership, chain of command, good scene management, paperwork 
completed, follow-ups etc.? 
Was the equipment utilised appropriately? 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS
15% 

Was the incident around rocks, cliffs, or other precarious situations? 
What was the size of the surf, temperature, time, visibility, weather, and other 
environmental conditions at land or sea? 

POTENTIAL OUTCOME 
10% 

Would the outcome have been the same if the rescuers hadn’t intervened? 

MEDIA CAPTURE/ 
COMMUNICATION 
5% 

Were opportunities maximised in terms of media exposure? If yes, please attach article or 
give a brief overview of media exposure. 
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ELIGIBILITY 
• Rescues, first aids (or other lifesaving actions) conducted during or outside of patrol hours, year round, on or

off the beach.
• All nominees are to be current members of SLSA, employees of Australian Lifeguard Service or a support

operation service.
• All club nominations are to be received by the Branch/State or Territory on or before the applicable closing

date.
• No late correspondence will be entered into. Late nominations will not be eligible for the

State/Territory/National Rescue of the Month, but can be recognised by the Branch or State/Territory
independently or nominated to the SLSA Meritorious Awards program if appropriate.

• Branches may make only one (1) nomination to State centre per period, as per schedule.
• States/Territory may make only one (1) nomination to SLSA per period, as per schedule
• All nominations are to be received on the official ‘SLSA Rescue of the Month Nomination Form’. This can be

downloaded from the member portal or obtained by contacting the SLSA or your State/Territory
Office

• States/Territory reserves the right to nominate any outstanding rescue/incident in addition to any Branch
nomination, inside the designated time period.

• SLSA and the States/Territory reserve the right to promote details of rescues and the nominated rescuer(s)
internally and externally in promotion of SLS services/clubs/members and the Rescue of the Month program.

• Nomination for the ‘award’ serves as agreement to the conditions as stated above.
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Once endorsed by State, please s end all nomination forms to: 
Keiran Stone  - kstone@slsa.asn.au 

CLUB SERVICE CHECKLIST – HAVE YOU: 
Completed the nomination form correctly? 
Checked that all nominees are proficient and members on SurfGuard? 
Attached Incident Log or reference incident number from SurfGuard? 
Attached any/all related media clippings? 
Forwarded to your Branch/State by the due date? 

CLUB ENDORSEMENT 
Name of club: 
Name of club representative: 
Mr / Mrs / Miss / Other  
Club rep. position title: 
Club rep. contact phone no: Club rep. contact email: 
Club rep. signature: Date: 

BRANCH (NSW AND QLD) 
Name of branch: 
Name of branch Rep.:  
Mr / Mrs / Miss / Other 
Branch rep. position title: 
Branch rep. contact phone no: Branch rep. contact email: 
Branch rep. signature: Date: 

STATE / TERRITORY 
State / Territory: 
Name of state rep:  
Mr / Mrs / Miss / Other 
State rep. contact phone no: State rep. contact email: 
State rep. signature: Date: 


	CLUBSERVICE: Elouera
	DATE OF INCIDENT: 12 October 2019
	TIME OF INCIDENT: 7.45 am
	NAMES OF LIFESAVERSLIFEGUARDS: Peter Meletropoulo
	LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Cronulla
	Overview of the incident limit 1 page: Upon arrival at Elouera SLSC on Saturday the 12 October 2019 around 7.30am in preparation for Bronze Medallion practical training the trainers assessed the surf conditions out the front of Elouera were large and dangerous. Peter and Glenn conducted a risk assessment of the conditions and decided to take the BM squad, along with boards and tubes, to Cronulla Beach to undertake the practical water session. Upon arrival at Cronulla, Peter liaised with the Council lifeguard to discuss and seek permission to conduct the training while Glenn discussed and identified rips and surf conditions with the students. While we were outlining the morning's activities with the students, it became apparent that members of the public were struggling to reach shore approximately 1 00m north of our location at Cronulla beach. It was approximately 7.45am at this stage. In consultation with the council lifeguard, Peter quickly grabbed a rescue board and paddled out to a group of around 3-4 swimmers, identifying one male as being the most in need of assistance. The remaining swimmers returned to shore successfully. Peter rescued the stricken swimmer and managed to get him to a bank where he could stand. The swimmer appeared confident that he could return to shore. The council lifeguard had also paddled out at this time. The swimmer quickly got into trouble again and, once again, Peter paddled back to the swimmer and attempted to secure him on the board. It appeared that the swimmer was exhausted and Peter was having difficulty securing him on the rescue board due to the large surf and the patients exhaustion. Both parties were being swept north towards the rock pool and being dragged into the wave zone. A large wave swept Peter and the patient towards the rock pool, at which point those on the shore lost sight of them. Glenn and members of the Bronze Medallion group ran towards the pool to render assistance, they noticed another swimmer in the same rip making little headway. Glenn assessed the situation momentarily and ascertained that the swimmer was secure and had successfully returned to shore. Glenn resumed proceeding towards the pool and witnessed Peter and the swimmer clambering over the pool wall Upon arrival, the swimmer indicated that he was OK, but Peter had been injured. Glenn swam out to Peter and he told Glenn that he was struggling to breathe, and had taken a large blow the left hand side of his chest where he had struck a post supporting safety chain on the rock pool edge. Glenn assisted Peter across the pool, aided by members of the BM squad and a tube. The squad assisted Peter up to a bench on the walkway behind the rock pool and commenced assessing his injury in concert with the Council Lifeguard. The time at this stage was around 8.05am Peter was in obvious pain and his skin became quite pallid. An ambulance was called and administered oxygen therapy whilst waiting. Ambulance arrived shortly thereafter and assessed Pete and transported him to St George hospital for treatment. Glenn instructed the Bronze Medallion squad to return to Elouera with all equipment and conducted a debrief on the incident upon his return. Despite Peter's injury, this rescue demonstrated good teamwork and rapport between the council lifeguards and ourselves. Peter's heroic actions displayed great skill, courage and determination during this rescue and its success is directly attributable to his efforts. 
	SURFGUARD INCIDENT NUMBER IRD: 62814
	Name of club representative Mr  Mrs  Miss  Other: Mr Andrew McKellar
	Club rep position title: Director of Lifesaving
	Club rep contact phone no: 
	Club rep contact email: 
	Date: 29/10/2019
	Name of branch: Surf Life Saving Sydney
	Name of branch Rep Mr  Mrs  Miss  Other:  SimonTorsellini
	Branch rep position title: Director of Lifesaving & Education
	Branch rep contact phone no: 
	Branch rep contact email: dol@surflifesavingsydney.com.au
	Date_2: 8/11/2019
	State  Territory: 
	Name of state rep Mr  Mrs  Miss  Other: 
	State rep contact phone no: 
	State rep contact email: 
	Date_3: 
	Text1: Peter utilised the strong rip to paddle out quickly to the patient in the first instance.Peters exceptional ability on the rescue board was evident in the large demanding surf.Peter displayed all the qualities that are the framework of a volunteer surf life saver, and then some.Correct equipment choice, skill and determination in adverse conditions to secure the patient safely back to shore.
	Text2: Peter was speaking with Sutherland Shire lifeguards after undertaking a risk assessment for the BM training group when the patient was observed in difficulty. Peter demonstrated excellent leadership and surf life saving skill to rescue the patient in demanding surf. An incident form for both the Sutherland Shire lifeguards and SLS have been completed. Peter has been spoken to and visited by members of the Elouera Board of Management whilst in St George hospital where he was admitted due to his injuries.
	Text3: This was is large demanding swell, on an overcast day, prior to the rostered patrols during training of new members. The strong rip took both the patient and Peter north of the patrolled Cronulla beach and the large swell resulted in both Peter and the patient being washed into the rock pools at Cronulla with the patient successfully being rescued, twice.
	Text4: It is evident from those that witnessed this rescue that if it was not for the heroic quick actions of Peter in the dangerous swell on the day that the rescue of this patient may have had a different outcome.
	Text5: This was a very quick incident, being over in almost 20 minutes. No media coverage that we are aware of at present.
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